Pergoline
Roofing and
shading for t e rra c es
and guest gardens
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The perfect roofing for

your terrace
Everybody knows the situation: the sun is burning
down and the one thing everybody wants is to be
in the shade. Suddenly the clouds move in, it starts
raining and your neighbours are starting to clear the
terrace! But you don’t need to panic! Because you
enjoy sitting under your PERGOLINE come sunshine
or rain.
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Operation and installation
Contrary to other winter garden shading
products, PERGOLINE does not need
a classical substructure because it is
230V motor

installed with wall or ceiling brackets.
The shading system is fitted with posts
whose base plate is fitted on a firm

Experience the
quality of WO&WO

5

Wall mounting

surface. PERGOLINE can be operated
comfortably with a motor or with a
remote motor.

YEAR
GUARANTEE

remotely controlled
230V motor

to EN13561

Tip Safety and comfort without pressing a button

Like all our awnings, PERGOLINE is CE tested.
High-quality and corrosion resistant materials and

The wind/sun sensor constantly measures the current intensi-

coatings make for a durable product (5-year

ty of the sun and the wind speed. When the sun shines, it

warranty) that lets you enjoy every ray of sunlight.

deploys your awning automatically, if the wind is too strong,
it retracts the awning automatically to protect it.

Limit dimensions
The maximum dimensions of PERGOLINE are
not big enough for you? Then simply order your
PERGOLINE as a multiple system and put up any
number of systems next to each other.
Single system: 5 x 7 m x 3 m height (posts)
Ceiling mounting

Multiple system: 8 x 7 m x 3 m height (posts)

Tip Heater/light strip

Tip Roof protrusion
The

shaded

surface
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Enjoy your terrace or balcony with comforthe

table infrared heat and the relaxing light of

PERGOLINE depends on the current position

WO&WO. When the sun goes down, the

of the sun. In order to guarantee optimal

South comes to your home. With the heating

shading when the sun is low and on Western

system and the light board, you create your own

facades, you can optionally extend the guide

Mediterranean flair. Pleasant light and warmth make

rails up to 1200 mm. This creates a roof

you independent from the time of day and the time of

projection that offers additional shade.

the year!
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It is recommended to fit PERGOLINE with Soltis or Acrylic textiles.
Soltis is the preferred choice for pure shading solutions, Acrylic had
the added advantage of high water repellence.
PVC - Soltis®
Soltis® fabrics let more natural light through. With its extraordinary

Anti-smoking laws force bars and restaurants

degree of transparency, it affords a good view of the outside. Further-

to install roofing for outdoor areas. The new

more, Soltis fabrics are especially weather resistant. They are able

PERGOLINE terrace awning of WO&WO satisfies

to withstand all climate conditions without suffering damage while

this requirement. The design is based on the

retaining their pliability and mechanical properties.

successful XLINE winter garden awning. As a freestanding system with convenient wall installation, it

UV-protection

has now found a new application in PERGOLINE.

Sattler acrylic fabrics are high-quality awning fabrics

Easy-Clean

incorporating several reinforcements that make them
ideal for demanding outdoor applications. The UV

Tip Printable cloth
You run a coffee shop or a restaurant with

protection of the fabrics according to UV Standard

Soltis

801 ranges from factor 40 to 80.

guest garden, your customers are sitting happily in the shade produced by PERGOLINE.

TexGard - Easy-Clean

What better opportunity to advertise your

Special textile finishing gives the product a series of

establishment? You can have text or a logo

useful properties. This includes low dirt absorption of

printed on the cloth for perfect advertising. Or

the fabrics, high water repellence and reduced sur-

maybe you want a photograph printed on the

face tension. Due to the special material attachment

PERGOLINE to create a special atmosphere?

system, this effect is also extremely long-lasting. Moisture, water and
dirt are kept out as much as possible.
All-Weather
The All-Weather quality is a fabric made of spinning-nozzle coloured
acrylic with a coating on one side, combining optimum protection
All-Weather

against the sun with protection against a drizzle or light rain.
Sunworker Cristal (waterproof cloth)
Translucent, transparent, waterproof, resistant, non-tearing, easy to

Tip Rain drain

clean... Sunworker Cristal combines these apparently incompatible
properties in a single system.

With water gutters integrated in the guide
rails, the system protects you and your terrace furniture even in light rain.

Frame colours
The standard colour is RAL 9016 white.
Optionally the awning is available in all RAL colours.
The RAL CLASSIC colour chart is reproduced with the kind permission of RAL GmbH, Sankt
Augustin. The name RAL is trademark protected.

Sunworker Cristal

WO&WO lets the sun shine for you

Our passion is to let precious sunlight into your home in a controlled manner so that you really feel the full benefit of “your”
sun. WO&WO’s tailored sun blind products transform your home into your personal sunny paradise.
The product range of WO&WO includes all articles for modern internal and external sun blinds and visual screens such
as terrace awnings, façade awnings, roller shutters, venetian blinds, window shutters, external and internal blinds, pleated
blinds, roller blinds, panel curtains, vertical blinds and insect screens.

Internal sun blinds

External sun blinds

The amount of light that enters a building can be controlled

An awning creates additional living space. It also decorates

and optimised in many different ways. How this is achieved

the house. Modern architecture increasingly relies on external

in a particular situation is partly a question of personal taste,

systems for light control, such as venetian blinds, that provide

but it also depends on the individual requirements: Do you

excellent protection against the weather and act as a visual

want a transparent element or do you want it to darken the

screen at the same time.

room? Should it consist of metal or fabric? There are no limits
to your imagination!

